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Compiled from Bruce Lee’ With the collaboration of Lee’jeet kune carry out— The technology and
philosophy behind the fighting system Lee pioneered himself—is explained at length, depicted
through hundreds of Lee’s daughter, Shannon, and Bruce Lee Enterprises, this new edition is
expanded, updated, and remastered, covering topics such as for example Zen and
enlightenment, kicking, striking, grappling, and footwork.s notes and essays and originally
published in 1975, this iconic quantity is among the seminal fighting techinques guides of its
period.s have illustrations. Featuring an launch by Linda Lee, that is essential reading for any
practitioner, supplying a brief glimpse in to the mind of one of the world’s greatest martial
artists.
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Bruce Lee's take on taking what's useful while discarding the useless. Besides, the concepts that
are repeated tend to be worth memorizing. Its literal indicating is “the way of the intercepting
fist.” However, Lee cautions one against attaching an excessive amount of significance compared
to that name (or any name) in the reserve’s final chapter. Long before “Mixed Martial Arts”
became children word, Lee was constructing this fighting system that borrowed greatly from the
Western traditions of boxing, fencing (conceptually speaking), and wrestling and also from
Kungfu, Savate, and Jud?/Jujutsu. While JKD employs techniques and principles from these
systems, Lee remained adamant that no good came of organized designs built on set forms.
Actually, that might be reported to be the central theme of the book. Timely shipping.& most of
all, adapt what you learn (make it yours) Required reading for students of Jeet Kune Do That is
Bruce Lee's own thoughts on his development of the Jeet Kune Do fighting philosophy. In many
ways, it looks like and reads like Lee’s personal laptop. It’s illustrated with crude (but effective)
hands drawings of the type you might see in an individual journal, plus they are annotated with
hand-written notes. (My biggest criticism is that on the Kindle version the graphics are largely
unreadable. I’d recommend you get the print edition when you can, which is large-format
paperback as I recall. That's basically what this book is certainly. The philosophical chapters
bookend the technical types. Would you take fighting techinques lessons from Keanu Reeves
because his techniques looked fairly nifty in < Lee’s value-added is in how he claims these
concepts, how he selects the concepts of value (informed generally by a love of simplicity and a
hatred of dogma), and the pounds lent to the lessons by Lee’s great success story—albeit in a
lifestyle far too brief. Lee was a guy of charisma, and one who approached endeavors with
gravitas. Lee’s constant mantra of “simpleness” lends him a great deal of credibility. Would you
recommend a book on how best to conduct gall bladder surgery from someone because they
were on the 1st two months of <we>ER< Bruce Lee was a genius and method ahead of this time
around. He studied boxing, fencing, and different martial arts and combined what he considered
to be the best features from each into his personal design of Jeet Kune Do.As others have
described, there’s not much that is new in either the philosophical discussions or the complex
ones.i>? Non-martial artists may find the philosophical chapters interesting, but may not get
much out from the list-intensive technical chapters.The Matrix<”We’ll admit that there surely is
nothing about building kungfu movies that makes one particularly qualified to give advice on
close-quarters fight.)The technical materials is organized in 4 chapters. Be natural.Plenty of
repetition, but that is good for hammering factors into your brain.Now, I could imagine some
readers stating, “Why are you recommending a book in real fighting by a movie martial artist? (It
should be observed that pragmatism isn't a virtue in the movie-making market.) Lee
demonstrates that he’s given a whole lot of thought to the subject and done working out when
he discusses technical concepts. For instance, while he gives high praise to Western boxing and
emulates boxing techniques in some regards, he also notes that boxers are insufficiently careful
due to the rules/apparatus of their sport (a comment—it should be noted--that could be leveled
against any sport martial art. However, as I said, Lee appeared to devote himself completely to
everything he do. I super recommend this to anyone thinking about philosophy, truth, bettering
themselves, understanding life even more, etc. Since Jeet Kune Do isn't a fighting design but a
couple of principals for advancement fighting and conditioning technique, this can help you
with one of the most essential parts of being truly a college student of Jeet Kune Do: developing
it, growing it, and shedding whatever you discover is not beneficial to develop your own Jeet
Kune Do. No one should take this book as an alternative for learning from a instructor.Tao
(route), as you might not be aware, once you define the “path”, you have strayed from it. So don’t



consider the complete book since it “must become”, but as helpful information to “could end up
being”. I desire it wasn't structured around his creation of Jeet Kune Do, but I just wanted in the
mind of Bruce Lee and that's what I acquired. Unlike Bruce Lee, this book does not follow “be
drinking water, my friend”.. Jeet Kune D? (henceforth, JKD) is Bruce Lee’s “styleless design” of
martial arts. e.g. Avoid set forms. Eliminate ego. Simplify. Consider the Bruce Lee physique,
which seems therefore common place among actors today (without doubt in part chemical and
in part owing to live-in Pilates instructors) was practically unseen in the 70’s. Don’t think about
building up as much paring aside. No matter what style of fighting techinques you practice, you
can learn something by reading this book./i> That, or he was killed. Before he passed away, he
exceeded out and was hospitalized for cereberal edema which from what I gather is his brain
was filing with liquid and was swelling. That is a book you would like to keep and refer to it from
time to time. Whatever they say the medical cause was, I believe he was just so smart, his human
brain couldn't take it. The REALNESS For me Bruce Lee was a complete genius and understood
life in a way few others if any can conceptualize even. Those are simply my opinions. It's
invaluable to anyone who wants to learn or is currently studying Jeet Kune Do as it shows
precisely how Bruce Lee believed. The story behind that is, Bruce Lee broke his back and had to
stay in bed for a long time. As expected As expected The style of martial arts he created is a
physical expression/reflection of his philosophies/beliefs.) The reserve combines a philosophy
of martial arts with nitty-gritty conversation of the technical areas of combat. This reserve
format is properly catagorized. It’s also consistent with the JKD philosophy of not getting into a
great deal of complexity, but instead drilling home the basics. I'm not a martial artist but this
reserve is full of wisdom which can be applied to all areas of existence. The chapter on “tools”
deals with the techniques of impressive, kicking, and grappling. Excellent book about Bruce Lee
philosophy and concepts! I came across it to be helpful The book is effective should you have
some martial arts experience. RIP. The book only have got sketches, no photos, but I still found it
to be useful. A lot of the blocking methods and strikes I've being doing for many years, when I
studied martial arts in Okinawa Japan. I would suggest this publication to a pal. 2 months later
on he complained of a headache and collapsed once again and died.. The Best FIGHTING
TECHINQUES Publication Ever Written!I’d recommend this reserve for martial performers of any
style./i>? This is a conclusion of the style from the founder himself. A masterpiece! Wisdom
from a Master If you want to get into your brain of Bruce Lee, this is actually the book for you.
There’s an old fighting techinques adage that says, “One should not fear the man who knows
10,000 techniques as much as the one that did one method 10,000 times. It does not always
“flow” well. Very good book! The last technical chapter discusses the methods to attack, focusing
intensely on JKD’s five types of assault.“The Tao of Jeet Kune Do” is undeniably repetitive, but
that repetition provides value in hammering house key concepts. Yeah, he probably had great
genes, but he must have trained like a maniac as well.Assistance..” This seems apropos here.go
through, perform, practice...“The Tao of Jeet Kune Do” is an outline of the style. There are many
theories of how/why he died but, back to the book. A chapter on preparations clarifies Lee’s
thoughts on faints, parries and manipulations. A lot of the technical guidance isn't that easy to
follow without knowing or training in fighting yourself, but that is to be expected.The book
observes fighting from many angles, including strategic principals, philosophy, conditioning, and
specific techniques and advice on how to use those techniques. There is a chapter on flexibility
that discusses footwork and various types of evasions. Rather, this book is a wonderful
companion for those who are learning or want to learn the artwork of fighting. Added to my
Bruce Lee library. Excellent book identifying fitness and fighting techinques information.



Contepts and philosophy of the artwork! Bruce Lee was the person. Great MA Foundation This
assortment of notes arranged by Bruce Lee’s wife and colleagues provides a foundation for a
robust Martial Arts practice. It is even more on the philosophical side, and the technical details,
as well as the workout and warmup routines it includes are mostly outdated, but it is really
worth the go through as a bit for historical reference, aswell for the philosophical base and “zen”
mindset method of learning different fighting techinques skills and incorporating them into a
total practice for yourself. Even for those not lookin to apply martial arts, the mindset-related
articles is quite though provoking and worthwhile. That is, each fighter must start with sound
fundamentals and build an approach that is eventually his / her own. We had the pdf edition. It
was harder to read. In case you have studied through to Bruce Lee and are into truth, this book is
for you personally. Book came in as expected delivery time. Great Great seller; great seller;
highly recommend. It’s a compilation of thoughts, understanding and ideas. I love reading Bruce
Lee's reserve, book came just a little worn but what is it possible to expect on a use reserve.
Previous owner will need to have apply it. Contents were extremely informational regarding of
this issue. That's when he wrote it.
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